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“WE GO TO THE PEOPLE”

A pandemic that
has left all of us
vulnerable has
given new urgency
to the work of
Brett and Corinne
Feldman, whose
groundbreaking
street medicine
program serves the
most vulnerable
population of all.
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TRUE TEAMWORK

Nearly 20 years after meeting at Penn
State, Brett and Corinne Feldman have
built their lives and careers around a
shared commitment to providing medical
care for people with the least access and
greatest need.

BRETT FELDMAN WAS WALKING THE STREETS ONE DAY IN

face of such a formidable threat to such
a vulnerable population. They can’t
accept doing anything less.

April when he and his team came upon a plywood structure built beneath a freeway overpass. As
they soon discovered, the structure’s inhabitant—one of the nearly 50,000 unsheltered homeless in
Los Angeles County on any given day—had tapped into the electrical grid via a nearby streetlamp
and was syphoning juice to power a refrigerator hidden behind the plywood walls. Here, Feldman
wants to make a couple of things clear: This was a full-size fridge. And it was fully stocked.
“He had a fire going in there, too,” Feldman says. “I still
see things after 14 years of doing this that I can’t believe.”
To the extent that Feldman ’03 H&HD has typical days,
this one wasn’t all that unusual. The director of the street
medicine program at USC’s Keck School of Medicine, he is
increasingly the face and voice of the nascent practice of street
medicine, the provision of basic health care and social services to unsheltered homeless populations, delivered on the
streets where they live and sleep. In 2018, Feldman and his
wife, Corinne Andria Feldman ’02 H&HD, left the street
medicine network they had established in the Lehigh Valley
and relocated their family to Los Angeles, home to the largest unsheltered homeless population in the country. USC
recruited Brett to lead a new, first-of-its-kind street medicine
program created to address the region’s intractable humanitarian crisis; motivated by, in Corinne’s words “the scope
and degree of suffering,” and by the clear commitment of a
massive institution, the Feldmans decided they couldn’t say
no. The offer felt like a calling.
That calling was daunting enough even before COVID-19

exploded across the globe this spring; pleas and mandates
for Americans to “stay home and stay safe” mean something
very different for someone whose home might consist of little more than a patch of sidewalk and a salvaged tarp. Public
health experts imagined a highly contagious virus hitting
crowded encampments where preexisting conditions are
rampant and basic sanitation is an impossibility. The prospects were terrifying. “When all this happened, everybody
turned to us like, What are you going to do about it?” Brett
says. “I’m used to a kind of high-baseline level of craziness
in this work. Now it’s reached this unpredictable fever pitch.”
In the first few months of the pandemic, with a handful of
relatively isolated exceptions, fears of COVID-19 ravaging
L.A.’s homeless population had not come to pass. At least
some credit for that goes to the Feldmans and their team,
whose efforts to care for and educate their unsheltered patients
have only taken on more urgency. Corinne, an assistant professor of family medicine in USC’s physician assistant program who also works on the street medicine team, says one
of their biggest challenges is convincing their patients they

need to prioritize this threat; it’s harder than it might seem.
“In a way, this is just another thing—they think there are 50
other things that will probably kill them first,” she says. “It’s
a snapshot of living in constant crisis, where no one thing is
worse than any other.”
The Feldmans know better, and so they’ve adapted their
care for the pandemic, distributing single-occupancy tents
on their rounds to encourage physical distancing, even as
they go about their usual work of taking blood pressure,
cleaning wounds, dispensing medicine, and administering
EKGs. They know there is only so much they can do in the
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IT’S HARD TO BELIEVE, given the
work he’s dedicated his life to, but the
first step on Brett Feldman’s career
path wasn’t terribly altruistic. He came
to Penn State from Jamison, Pa., 20
years ago to study kinesiology, a choice
driven by his interest in physiology
and nutrition—primarily his own. At
the time, he says, “I was more interested in bodybuilding than medicine.”
Bodybuilding wasn’t just some
hobby: Brett flexed and posed his way
to the overall title at the 2000 Teen
National Championships, and figured
he’d end up working as a personal
trainer. But his attention soon shifted
to more substantial matters. For that,
he credits Corinne—the college girlfriend who set the selfless example he
followed—and a dedicated professor
who helped him see how his fascination with the human body could be
applied to a medical career.
Lori Gravish Hurtack ’94 H&HD
remembers Brett as the soft-spoken
guy from her Kinesiology 456 class,
“an engaged learner with a keen sense
of how to apply his skills.” An assistant teaching professor of kinesiology,
Gravish Hurtack says she was particularly struck by his ability to connect with his classmates.
“He would help those students who maybe didn’t get a concept, often without even being prompted,” she says.
And then there was Corinne Andria, a kinesiology major
from Indianapolis a year ahead of Brett. They started dating
as undergrads, and after he graduated, Brett followed her to
suburban Chicago, where Corinne was getting her physician
assistant degree at Midwestern University. He didn’t know
what a physician assistant was. “She had much more direction than I did at the time,” he says. “I just knew I wanted to
do what she was doing.”
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The scope and severity of the homeless crisis in
greater Los Angeles, evident throughout the city,
was magnified when COVID-19 emerged. The
Feldmans are taking additional precautions while
trying to maintain the level of care they provide.

Both had a sense they wanted to help people, but neither
was sure how. Clarity came at Hesed House, a shelter in the
Chicago suburb of Aurora, where Corinne was required to
do rotations; Brett, intrigued, asked if he could tag along. It
was an impactful choice. He remembers a conversation with
a man who told him, “I didn’t used to be like this; I used to
be somebody.” In his mind, Brett finished the thought: He
feels like he’s nobody now. For the first time, he grasped the
power of homelessness to dehumanize. He also saw the
impact on the PA students, many of whom became jaded by
the day-to-day experience of their training, but for whom
those trips to Hesed House were like “a reset button—they
remembered why they’d gone into medicine in the first place.”
Says Corinne, “I think experiencing that together changed
our trajectory. We started to realize there were people who
were excluded from our waiting rooms, and the world didn’t
seem to care. That started us on a path to try to understand
why—to better understand our system as a whole. We were
really fortunate that spark ignited for us at the same time.”
After Corinne graduated, they headed back to Pennsylvania, where Brett enrolled in the PA program at DeSales University in Lehigh County. Brett was still in his first year of
grad school when he and Corinne got married and started
looking for a situation similar to what they’d experienced at
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Hesed House, where medical professionals provided health
care directly to the homeless; finding none, they started their
own, establishing the DeSales Free Clinic at the Allentown
Rescue Mission. They didn’t really know what they were
doing, Brett says, “but I thought we did.” It speaks to a sort
of willful naiveté that he maintains, and without which he
probably couldn’t do the work that he does: “That all the
fancy things we do in health care, relying on technology, we
really don’t need to provide quality care. We can do the same
things on the street they do in a clinic. We don’t need walls.”
Corinne was working as a trauma PA and assistant teaching professor at DeSales when Brett graduated and took a job
as a hospitalist at the Lehigh Valley Health Network; while
there, they started a second free clinic, rustling up grant
money in their spare time, slowly establishing a name and a
reputation for the work. Corinne says they realized early on
that they made an effective team. “We felt we could impact
a broader population if we ran in parallel lines,” she says. “I
would definitely say it’s been a partnership.”
Over the next decade, they established seven shelter- and
soup-kitchen-based health clinics and other programs in the
Lehigh Valley, seeing about 1,500 patients with the help of
three full-time employees and dozens of volunteer care providers. Along the way, Brett connected with Jim Withers, a
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physician and faculty member at the University of Pittsburgh
who quickly became a mentor. Withers is essentially the
founding father of the street medicine movement: He’s been
treating the homeless since the early 1990s, he initiated the
first International Street Medicine Symposium (ISMS) in 2005,
and in 2009 he helped establish the Street Medicine Institute,
of which Brett is current vice chair.
“I remember he called me,” Withers says, “and his passion,
his vision, was just so strong. The people that do this work
are still not very common, and when you find someone who
really carries the torch the way he obviously was going to …
I just knew he was a special guy. He has this combination of
incredible dedication and discipline, this great intellectual
ability to tease out complex problems, and then this spiritual
facet that I find really to be the soul of what we do.”
It seems fitting in retrospect that Lehigh Valley hosted the
ISMS in late 2017, just as USC was about to launch an ambitious street medicine program that would focus on treatment,
research, education, and advocacy. The university sent a contingent to Allentown to recruit Brett, who says he and Corinne
were happy with their lives and their work and in no hurry
to leave. But the nature of the offer changed everything—
both the tremendous need in Los Angeles, and the fact that
the program would be part of a huge private university’s
operating budget. “It was a sign that they were committed,”
Brett says.
There was something else, something Withers highlights
when he refers to “the classroom of the streets”—the chance
to expose future doctors and nurses and PAs to this difficult
but fulfilling work. Brett talks about a “global movement in
its infancy,” and the need to develop a pipeline of health care
providers inspired to practice street medicine. “There really
wasn’t a training ground for that,” Brett says. “Los Angeles
was the perfect place.”
Corinne remembers a careful, deliberate process to decide
whether they’d uproot their family—at the time, their three
children were 9, 7, and 3 years old—and leave the important
work they were already doing in a community they loved.
She says the couple’s visit to Southern California essentially
made the decision for them. “We came out and saw it with
our own eyes and felt it with our hearts, and there was a
point of no return,” she says. “We sort of simultaneously had
this epiphany that we would make it work.”
They sold most of what they owned, packed the kids into
the family’s aging minivan in March of 2018, and made the
cross-country drive; Corinne says they spent 70 hours in the
van, which died four days after they arrived. On April 1, they
started work at USC.
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Doctors in the House
FAMILY
BUSINESS

Helping fill bags of
essentials for their
parents to distribute is
one way the Feldmans’
children have embraced
their parents’ work.

THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE to End Homelessness estimates that in 2018, more than 550,000 Americans experienced
homelessness on a given night. New York City has by far the
largest homeless population in the country, with somewhere
between 70,000 and 80,000 homeless at any time, but the vast
majority of those people have access to a shelter. In Los Angeles, nearly the opposite is true. “There’s approximately 45,000
on the streets here on any given night,” Brett says. “New York
City has about 4,500.”
He learned quickly in Los Angeles that he could only help
a tiny percentage of them. In the program’s first year, they
saw about 250 patients, fewer than they’d seen back in Allentown. Their pace was slowed by how many of those patients
needed serious care. “I was really surprised at just how sick
people were,” Brett says. “A lot of them have been on the
streets for years. If you’re on the street for more than a year,
that’s considered chronic homelessness; we’ve had people
who’ve been on the streets since the 1980s. We didn’t see that
very often in Allentown.”
There is no shortage of alarming statistics around these
populations, but perhaps the most disheartening is life expectancy: A variety of studies have shown that the chronic homeless rarely live past their 60s, and a 2019 survey by Kaiser
Health News showed the average age of death among the
homeless in Los Angeles County was 48 for women and 51
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for men. There’s no other single determinant, Brett says, that
decreases life expectancy so drastically.
In the face of all that, Brett leads a team of two full-time
PAs, three nurses, and a community health worker, along
with five part-time doctors. Corinne works primarily in USC’s
PA program, for which she was also serving as interim director this spring; in addition to her teaching and research, she
also spends one day a week on the street with Brett seeing
patients. Brett also does some lecturing and training within
the PA program and consults at L.A. County+USC Medical
Center, the city’s massive public teaching hospital. But at least
three days a week, he’s on the street.
He’s clear about what the work is not: “RV medicine,” the
clinics on wheels that serve homeless patients in many cities.
The core team—either a doctor or PA, a nurse, and a community health care worker who has experienced homelessness
himself, providing invaluable knowledge—makes rounds
on foot, carrying everything they need to provide primary
care in their backpacks. “Our motto is, ‘Go to the people.’ We
want to be able to suspend our reality to meet them in their
reality,” Brett says. “Under bridges, behind dumpsters, wherever they are, we intend to deliver care.”
The emergence of COVID-19 this spring made an impossible task in the best of times seem somehow more so. Among
the early challenges was a well-intentioned push to “get peo-

A retired oncologist and his medical resident son share a sense of duty
that’s fueling the desire to serve in the COVID-19 crisis. By Savita Iyer
FOR ED BALABAN, enlisting with Pennsylvania’s

emergency registry for volunteer medical personnel
was a no-brainer. The former director of the Penn
State Cancer Institute retired last November, but
early on, he says, “There was no question about the
magnitude of this. I was hearing very quickly from
colleagues across the commonwealth how fearful
they felt, so taking part became essential.”
That’s exactly what Ed’s son Eric—a second-year
internal medicine resident at the University of Colorado Hospital—felt. When COVID-19 hit Colorado,
elective blocks for medical residents were rescheduled so those residents could help doctors on the
front lines; Eric ’18 Med, who had just finished his
stint in the hospital’s ICU, asked to continue serving
there. “The work happening in the ICU was much
more gratifying than the work I had done up to that
point,” he says. “I entered this profession to serve
our community, so I’m really excited to be here.”

Ed can relate. He began his residency when HIV/
AIDS was a new illness, one doctors knew virtually
nothing about. “It was exciting from a scientific
standpoint, to watch real giants in the field try to
figure out the mechanics behind this new illness,
how best to treat it,” he says. “We’d see things happen with the blood that we weren’t aware of before.
It was a whole new experience.”
That experience is largely what inspired Ed to specialize in hematology and medical oncology; now,
the years he’s spent as an oncologist could put him
at the forefront of the COVID19 crisis, if he’s called upon
for his services. “It isn’t
unusual for our patients to
run into clinical issues like
pneumonias,” he says, “so
we’re acquainted from an
infection standpoint.”

Brave New World
Richard Stringer is one of many doctors working through the uncertainty of the
COVID-19 pandemic, where every small victory is meaningful. By Savita Iyer
RICHARD STRINGER chose to

become a hospitalist—an inpatient doctor working exclusively
in a hospital—because he was
drawn to the possibility it offered
to evaluate, treat, and learn about
a wide array of diseases. Now
he’s dealing with a pandemic that
requires a singular focus.
There are the logistics, of course—the proper use
of protective gear that Stringer ’10 Sci had rarely
donned before to prevent exposure. There are the
small victories: Telling patients that they’re breathing better, that their fevers have diminished, or sending home patients who have tested negative. And of
course, there’s the high that comes from discharging

a patient who’s recovered, even if that release underscores the uncertainty surrounding a new disease.
“It’s almost impossible to give COVID-19 patients
any kind of reassurance because we just don’t know
what their outcome will be,” says Stringer, who works
at Ohio State Medical Center in Columbus. “Because
of that, it’s more important to let patients know that
we are in this together. I want them to know we’re
actively working to figure things out.”
When we spoke in April, Stringer had dealt with
a range of patients; some became seriously ill, while
others exhibited minimal or no symptoms. He was
bracing for an increase in new cases, but hoped the
plan his hospital had in place would guard against
the difficult decisions other hospitals have had to
make in rationing lifesaving care.
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ple off the street,” a seemingly obvious plea that the street
medicine practitioners realized might make things worse
instead of better. “Obviously really crowded encampments
would be high-risk, but we hypothesized that in many smaller
encampments, where people are already somewhat socially
distanced, it might actually be protective,” Brett says. “People said, ‘We need to open up more shelters,’ but we said,
‘Hold on—that might not be the best thing.’ It represented a
huge shift in our thinking.”
The city has adapted: The U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs in April set up a temporary tent city, and a federal
judge in May ordered the city to find housing for thousands
of homeless living near the city’s myriad freeways; as of midMay, some 7,000 people had been moved off the streets and
out of shelters into vacant hotel rooms. But Brett says even
the best-case scenarios would still leave 30,000 people on the
streets, at least some of those by choice; many long-term
homeless with established spots that are relatively safe, in
encampments where they know and trust their neighbors,
are understandably reluctant to give up those spots for a temporary stay in a hotel room.
For those left behind, the USC team is distributing singleoccupancy tents and adapting the same basic advice the rest
of us have heard for months to their unique environment:
putting 12 feet of space between closely packed tents, educating people about how safely to bring food to a friend who’s
self-quarantined in their own tent. There’s another, less obvious threat that’s cruelly ironic: A lockdown that closed restaurants and kept people off the streets in an effort to minimize
the spread of infection has all but eliminated the ability of
many people experiencing homelessness to earn an income
or receive the basic services they rely on to survive.
“When there’s no foot traffic, not having cars go by, not
having the church group that comes every Sunday to pass
out sandwiches, what our patients are worried about is starving to death,” Corinne says. “A lot of them make just enough
from recycling to buy food and water, but when people aren’t
out and about, there’s nothing to recycle. If you boil it down
to what they think their biggest threat is, it’s not coronavirus—it’s that all the people have disappeared.”
If there’s some hint of a silver lining in this already daunting challenge becoming somehow more complex, it might be
in the attention the pandemic has brought to the most vulnerable among us, and to those trying to help them. Much of
that attention is focused on Brett, the clean-cut, soft-spoken
guy from small-town Pennsylvania whose still-ripped arms
and barrel chest hint at his bodybuilding past. (You can find
the TEDx Talk he gave last December on YouTube.) Gravish
Hurtack likens her former student to “a hidden superhero
we don’t even know exists—he doesn’t let anything stand in
his way,” while Withers says of his mentee, “I feel like if
there’s anybody that kind of embodies the next generation
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A Reassuring Voice
Pennsylvania health secretary and Penn State Hershey physician Rachel Levine
is the face of the commonwealth’s pandemic response. By B.J. Reyes ’95 Com
BEFORE TAKING THE JOB as the state’s top health

of street work, it’s Brett. He’s a leader in the best way—a servant leader, quiet, but destined to have a huge impact.”
Corinne Feldman appreciates her husband’s public role.
“You need somebody who can be the face of it,” she says.
“People need to know who they can look to.” But as anyone
who knows the Feldmans will tell you, theirs is very much
a collaborative effort. “They’re kind of the whole package,”
Withers says. “They’re incredibly generous sharing their
expertise, and they educate, which is really close to my heart.
They’re very dedicated, particularly Corinne, to making sure
that the work is really done well and given its due.”
Brett and Corinne might say that even focusing on their
partnership is a bit too limiting. “Our entire family basically
lives street medicine,” Brett says. “It’s what we talk about at
the dinner table every night.” Corinne says that, to the extent
they can, all three kids understand that their parents’ work
is an inseparable part of the family’s life. But it’s 9-year-old
Stella who’s most invested: When Brett spoke to her gradeschool class, Stella was the one answering the questions her
classmates asked her dad. When someone asks how they
ended up so far from their East Coast roots, Stella explains
that “our family was recruited to come to Los Angeles.”
It’s not just that the kids understand their parents’ dedication to the work; they feel they’re part of it. “They’re rooting for us,” Corinne says, “and for our neighbors outside.”
They’ll take all the help they can get.

authority, Rachel Levine spent her days focused on
her specialties, pediatrics and psychiatry. Now, as
Pennsylvania’s Secretary of Health, Levine finds
herself on the front lines of the
state’s efforts to mitigate the
spread of the novel coronavirus.
Each night, for roughly 30 minutes, she steps in front of the camera in Harrisburg to provide
sometimes grim updates on the
number of infections and deaths,
offer new projections on the
spread of the infection and
actions being taken by the state
government, and field questions
submitted online by news outlets.
She ends each broadcast with a
stern but friendly call for people
to be personally accountable—
wash hands thoroughly for at
least 20 seconds, cough into your elbow, wear a mask
in public, and maintain social distancing.
“Ten years ago, I never would have guessed I
would be leading a state response to a pandemic,”
Levine said via email, “but I have always had a sense,
as a doctor and in public health, of helping others.”
Levine joined Gov. Tom Wolf’s administration in
2015 as state physician general, after first serving as
a volunteer on the governor-elect’s transition team.
She was confirmed in March 2018 as the state health
secretary. As a physician and professor of pediatrics
and psychiatry at Penn State Hershey Medical Center, she led the center’s Eating Disorders and Adolescent Medicine program and also served as vice
chair of clinical affairs for the pediatrics department.
She’s also a sought-after speaker and author on the
opioid crisis, medical marijuana, adolescent medicine, eating disorders, and LGBT medicine.
“I have always worked to educate others about
their conditions, their needs, or other health concerns,” Levine said. “Now, I am working to educate

the state about their needs in a pandemic.”
Dr. Fauzia Mahr, vice chief of the Division of Child
and Adolescent Psychiatry at Penn State Hershey,
has known Levine for 14 years and cites her as a
mentor during their time at Hershey. Mahr says Levine’s work as
a clinician administrator at Penn
State Health and her efforts on
the statewide initiatives to curb
the opioid epidemic are testaments to the skill set needed to
manage the unprecedented
COVID-19 crisis. “Dr. Levine is
an outstanding clinician who
genuinely wants to improve the
lives of patients, families and
co-workers,” says Mahr ’08r Med
Hershey, ’19 MBA Hbg. “She was
the chief for a sizable division
and her fun, fair-minded, and
thoughtful attitude towards her
colleagues was an inspiration.”
Like her peers across the country, Levine has
become the face of her state’s COVID-19 response,
but the spotlight is nothing new for her. As the first
transgender person appointed to a Pennsylvania
cabinet-level position, she has managed to deftly
navigate often-ignorant criticism. Levine downplays
her groundbreaking role in relation to her overall
résumé, saying the toxicity that surfaces on social
media—even in places like the state Department of
Health Facebook page, where her nightly news conferences are broadcast live—stems from people fearing something they don’t understand. In her role,
she says she is hopeful she can help educate, so they
fear less.
Adds Mahr: “Dr. Levine has handled this unfortunate situation with grace and her characteristic
ability to maintain focus on the core problem. It
speaks volumes for her ability to handle critical situations while maintaining appropriate boundaries
between personal and professional issues.”
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